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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let N + = {0, 1, . . .  }. This paper is concerned with the existence of C(N +) solutions to the 
nonlinear discrete equation 
OO 
y(i) = ~-~f(i,j,y(j)), for i E N+; (1.1) 
j=O 
here, y : N + --~ R. In this paper, C(N +) = C(N+;R)  denotes the class of maps w continuous 
on N + (discrete topology), the topology being that of uniform convergence on Nm - {0, 1 , . . . ,  m} 
for every m E No = {1, 2, . . .  }. If u c C(N+),  the n for every m E No, we define the seminorm lU[m 
by 
I~lm : sup I~(i) l .  
iE Nm 
Note C(N +) is a Fr@chet space. Also C(Nm) denotes the space of maps w continuous on Nm 
(discrete topology) with norm ]u],~. BC(N +) will denote the space of bounded, continuous 
mappings from N + to R. If u E BC(N+), then we write lul~ = supiey+ ]u(i)]. 
Existence of a solution to (1.1) will be established using new fixed-point heorems of the 
authors [1,2]. Indeed, our results extend and complement many results in the literature; see [3,4] 
and the references therein. 
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2. EX ISTENCE BASED ON A NONL INEAR ALTERNATIVE  
OF  LERAY-SCHAUDER TYPE  IN FRt~CHET SPACES 
We begin by presenting the fixed-point result [1] we will use in this section. Let No = {1, 2 , . . .  }. 
We assume E is a Fr6chet space endowed with a family of seminorms {I. I~ : n E No} with 
Ixl~ _< Ixl2 _< . . . ,  for all x E E. 
Also assume for each n c No that (E~, I. I~) is a Banaeh space and suppose 
E1 ~ E2 ~ "'" , 
with E = n~__lE,~ and Izl~ _< Izln+~ for all x E E~+I (here n E No). We now present a general 
result which guarantees that the equation 
y = Fy  (2.1) 
has a solution in E. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Fix k E No. I f  x ,y  E Ek, then we say x = y in Ek i f  I z - Ylk = 0 (i.e., i f  
x - Y = O; here 0 is the zero in Ek).  
DEFINITION 2.2. I f  x, y E E, then we say x = y in E i f  x = Y in EA, for each k c No. 
THEOaEM 2.1. (See [1].) For each n E No, let U~ be an open, bounded subset of  E~ with 0 E U,~ 
and 
U~ D_ U2 D_ . . .  ; 
here U~ denotes the closure of  [In in E~. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
D 
fbr each n E No, F~ : U~ ~ En is a continuous map; (2.2) 
for each n ~ No, y ¢ AF~ y in E ,  for all A c (0, 1) and y c OU,~ 
(here 0 U, denotes the boundary of U,~ in E,~); (2.3) 
for each n E No, the map 1C~ : U~ ~ En, given by 
IC,~ y = U~=nEm y (see Remark 2.1), is k-set contractive (0 <_ k < 1); (2.4) 
and 
m 
i f  there exists a iv E E and a sequence {Yn},~ENo with Yn E U~, 
Yn = Fn Yn in En such that for every k E No, there exists a 
(2.5) 
subsequence S C {k + 1, k + 2 . . . .  } of No with Yn --~ w in Ek 
asn- -~oo inS ,  then w = F w in E. 
Then (2.1) has a solution in E On fact in C~n°°= 1 U,~). 
REMARK 2.1. The definition of/Cn is as follows. If y E U~ and y ~ Un+l, then IC,~y = Fny ,  
whereas if 9 E U,~+I and p ~ Un+2, then Kn p = F~ p t2 Fn+l y, and so on. 
REMAaK 2.2. We note that although (2.4) and (2.5) seem technical, they are in fact easily 
checked in applications (see Theorem 2.2). 
We now use Theorem 2.1 to obtain a general existence result for (1.1). 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
f : N + × N + x R --~ R is continuous (i.e., it is continuous as a map 
from the topological space N + × N + × R into the topologicM space R; 
of course, the topology on N + is the discrete topology); (2.6) 
there exists a function ~b : [0, co) --~ [0, oc) continuous and nonincreasing, 
o~ 
a q : N + x N + ~ [0, co) with sup ~-~q(i, j) < oc, with 
iEN + y-=o 
]f(i, j,y)] < q(i, j)~(ly]) for all y E R and (i, j)  E N + x N+; (2.7) 
and c~ 
3 r > 0 with r >_ 1(1 ¢(r) where K1 = sup E q(i, j). (2.8) 
iEN+ j=O 
Then (1.1) has a solution y E C(N  +) (in fact, y E BC(N+))  with ]Yln <- r for each n E No (here 
lyln -- supie~, ty(i)l). 
PROOF. Let n E No and 
Fny(i) = ~f ( i , j , y ( j ) ) ,  for i E Nn, 
j=o 
here y E C(Nn). We wish to apply Theorem 2.1 with 
En = C(N~) and U~ = {x E C (Nn) : ]xln < r}.  
The result in [4] immediately guarantees that 
Fn : U~ --~ En is continuous for each n E No, 
so (2.2) holds. To see (2.3), fix n e No and suppose there exists y E 0 Un (i.e., [Y[n = r) and 
A E (0, 1) with y = AFny.  This, together with (2.7), yields 
n ~ 
[y(i)[ <_ Eq( i , j )¢ ( ly ( j ) l )  <_ ~b (lYln) sup q(i, j),  for i E Nn. 
j=O iEN+ j=O 
Consequently, 
lyln < K~ ~ (lYln) • (2.9) 
Now (2.8) and (2.9) imply ]Yln # r, a contradiction since y E BUn. Thus, (2.3) holds. To 
oo see (2.4), fix n E No. We will show ]C~ : U~ --+ En, given by ]~n Y = Um=nFm Y (see Remark 2.1), 
is compact. Let y E Fnn. Without loss of generality, assume there exists I E {0, 1, 2 , . . .  } with 
I jn+l P y E Un+t and y ~ Un+t+l. Then, by definition (see Remark 2.1), ]Cn y = ~m=n" m Y. Since 
y E U:,+z, then (2.7) guarantees that 
[f( i , j ,y( j))[ < ~(r) 
Now for m E {0, 1 , . . . ,  l}, we have for 
IFn+m Y(i)I < 
<_ 
q(i, j), fo r iEN + and jENn+l .  
i E Nn that 
n+m n+m 
E If(i ' j 'Y(J))[ <- ~(r) E q(i , j)  
j=0 j=0 
o~ 
~b(r) sup ~-~q(k,j)  = K1 ~b(r). 
kEN+ 
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Thus, for m E {0,1, . . .  ,l}, we have 
and so 
IIC~ Yln - K1 ~(r). (2.10) 
Now (2.10) guarantees that {]C~ y : y c U~} is uniformly bounded. The Arzela-Ascoli theorem [5] 
implies that  ]Cn : U~ --* En is compact, so (2.4) holds. It remains to show (2.5) is satisfied. 
Suppose there exists w E C(N +) and a sequence {Yn}nENo with Yn E Un and yn(i) = Fn yn(i), 
i E N~, such that for every k E No, there exists a subsequence S C_ {k + 1, k + 2 , . . .  } of No with 
y,,~ --~ 'w in C(Nk) as n -~ oc in S. If we show" 
w(i) = ~ f(i,j,w(j)), for i E N +, 
j=0 
then (2.5) will hold. 
y~(j) = F~ y~(j), j c N,~, for n c S, and so 
Fix i E N +. Consider k > i and n E S (as described above). Then 
y~(i) - E f (i,j,y~(j)) = f (i,j,y,~(j)). 
j=0 j=k 
(2.11) 
Now (2.7) guarantees that 
]f (m,j,y,~(j)) I < '~(r)q(m,j), fo rmEN + and jENny ,  
SO 
y,~(i) - j=0 ~ f (i,j, yn(j)) 
Let ~t --~ oc through S to obtain 
< ~b(r)Eq(i,j) < .~(r)Eq(i, j) .  
j=k j=k 
-E f ( i , j ,w( j ) )  
j=0 
OO 
<_ "~(r) E q(i, j), 
j=k 
since y,~ --* w in C(Nk). Finally, let k ~ oo to conclude 
OO 
- f ( i ,  j ,  
j=O 
=0.  
Thus, (2.5) holds. Now apply Theorem 2.1. 1 
REMARK 2.3. It is possible to prove Theorem 2.2 also from the Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem. 
Note (2.8) can be replaced by any condition which guarantees the existence of a constant r > 0 
with (2.3) holding (here F,~, U,~ are as in Theorem 2.2). 
3. EX ISTENCE BASED ON A CONE COMPRESSION 
AND EXPANSION THEOREM IN FR I~CHET SPACES 
We first present the fixed-point result from [2] that we will use in this section. Let No = 
{1, 2 . . . .  }. E is a Frdchet space endowed with a family of seminorms {I. I,~ :'n E No} with 
fx]l ~ Ix12 ~ ...  , for all x E E. 
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Also assume for each n E No that (En, ]. In) is a Banach space, and suppose 
Ei _D E2 _D ... 
with E = nn~=lEn and ]xl~ < ]x]~+i for all x • E~+I (here n E No). For each n • No, let Cn be 
a cone in En and assume I. In is increasing with respect o Cn. Also assume 
C1~ C2 ~ . . .  . 
For p > 0 and n E No, let 
Notice 
Un,p = {x ~ E,~ : IXln < p} and f~,p = U,~,p n C~. 
coo,, f~n,p = OE,,. U,~,o n C~ and ~n,p = Un,p n C~ 
(the first closure is with respect o Cn, whereas the second is with respect o En). In addition, 
notice since Ix[~ < [x[~+l for all x • En+I that 
and 
Dl,p ~ ~'~2,p ~ ' ' "  
~'~l,p D_ ~2,p ~ "'" • 
We now present a general result which guarantees that the equation 
y = Fy  (3.1) 
has a solution in E. 
THEOREM 3.1. (See [2].) Let rl > O, r2 > O, Y > 0 be constants, r = min{rl,r2} and R = 
max{rl,  r2} with 7 < r. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
for each n • No, F,~ : Vn, R n Cn ---, Cn is a continuous map; (3.2) 
for each n E No, IFn Xln >_ Ixl~ for all x • OE,,U~,r, n Cn; (3.3) 
for each n E No, IF~xln <_ I x l ,~  for aH x • aE..Un,r, nCn;  (3.4) 
for each n E No, the map ]~n : Un,R n C n ----+ Cn, ~iven by 
]Cn y = U~=nFm y (see Remark 3.1), is k-set contractive (0 <_ k < 1); (3.5) 
for every k E No and any subsequence A C_ { k, k + 1,. . .  } i f  
x • C~, n • A, is such that R > [x]n >_ r then [x[k >_ 7; (3.6) 
and 
if  there exists a w E E and a sequence {Yn}nES with yn E ('Un,R \ Un,r) N Cn 
and Yn = Fn Yn in En Such that for every k E No, there exists a subsequence 
S C {k + 1, k + 2, . . .  } of No with y~ --~ w in Ek as n --* oo in S, then w = Fw in E. 
Then (3.1) has a solution Yi • E with Yl E nn~_l((Un,R \ U,,,~) n Cn). 
(3.7) 
REMARK 3.1. The definition often in (3.5) is as follows. I fy  E Un,ROCn and y ¢ Un+l,RnCn+i,  
then/C,~ y = Fn y, whereas ify E Un+I,RDCn+i and y ~ Un+2,RNCn+2, then ICn y = Fn yUFn+i y, 
and so on.  
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
f : N + x g + x R ~ R is continuous with f : N + x N + x [0, co) --~ [0, co); (3.8) 
OO 
3q:N + xN +-+[0 ,co) ,  g :N  + xR- -+Rwi th  sup Eq( i ' J )  <co, 
iEN+ j=0  
a constant qo with 0 < qo <_ 1, with qoq(i , j )g( j ,y) <_ f ( i , j , y )  <_ q( i , j )g( j ,y)  
tbr 311 y • [0, co) and ( i , j)  • N + x N+; (3.9) 
there exists a function .~b : [0, co) -+ [0, oo) continuous and nondecreasing 
with g(J, Y) <- ~b(y) for ali y • [0, co) and j E N+; (3.10) 
3 M, 0 < M < 1, W C_ N + (W finite set), and qi : N+ ---+ [0, co)  
with q(i,j) > M qi(j) for ( i , j)  E W x N+; (3.11) 
q(i, j) <_ ql(j) for (i , j) E N + x N+; (3.12) 
q'2, 0 < q~ <_ 1 with g(j, y) >_ q2 ~b(y) tbr 311 y E [0, co) and j • 117; (3.13) 
3r > 0 with r >_ K1 '~b(r) where K1 = sl ip ~ q(i,j); (3.14) 
iEN+ j=0  
and 
R > r, with R < I42 "(a(qo M R) where K2 = qo q2 sup E q(i, j) 
iGN* jEW (3.15) 
~nd N*  = Nn l  : {0, 1 , . . . ,  77,i} with 71, i : max{w: w • W}.  
Then (1.1) has a solution y • C(N  +) with y(i) >_ 0 for i • N + and with Mrqo <_ lyin <- R for 
each n E N i - {nl, ?Zl ~- 1,.. .  }. 
PROOF. Let n E N i and 
n 
V~ y(i) = E f ( i ' J '  Y(J))' 
j=O 
here y E C(N,~). Let E .  = C(N,~) and 
C,~ = {y 
Forp=ror  R, let 
~VVe know [4] that Fn 
for i E Nn, 
E C(N +) : y(i) >_ 0 for i E N~ and iEwmin y(i) >_ Mqo tYf,~}. 
: {x c Ixl,  < P}. 
U,~,R n C,~ -+ En is continuous for each n E N*. We claim that 
F~ : U,~,R N C,~ --+ C, ,  for each n E N 1. (3.16) 
if (3.16) holds, then of course (3.2) is true for n E N 1. To see (3.16), fix n E N 1 and take 
y E U~,R N Cn. Using (3.9) and (3.12), we obtain 
IF~ y(i)] <_ Eq( i , j )g ( j , y ( j ) )  <_ ql( j)g(j ,y(J)) ,  
j=0 j=0 
for i E N,~, 
and SO 
IFn YI,, <- q,(J) KJ, Y(J)). (3.17) 
j=0  
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On the other hand, (3.9), (3.11), and (3.17) imply 
iewmin Fny(i) = ~i~ E f( i , j ,y( j ))  >_ Jewmin qoq(i,j)g(j,y(j)) 
j=o j=o 
>_ M qo ~ ql(j) g(j,y(j)) >_ M qo IF~yI~ ,
j=0 
so F~ y E Cn. Thus, (3.16) (and so (3.2) with n E N 1) is true. Next we show (3.3) (with rl  = r) 
w i thn  E N 1 holds. Let n E N 1 andy  E OE,,U~,~ACn. Then for i E Nn, we have using (3.9) 
and (3.10), 
IF~y(i)l ~ q(i, j)g(j,y(j)) <_ E q(i,j)¢(Y(j)) <_ ~(r) q(i,j) <_ ¢(r)K1, 
j =0 j =0 j =0 
and this together with (3.14) yields 
IFn yI~ <- ¢(r) K1 <_ r = lYtn. 
Thus, (3.3) (with rl  = r) holds for n E N 1. To see (3.4) (with r2 = R) and n E N l, fix n E N 1 
and let y E OE,,U~,nNC~. Note ]YI~ = R and y(j) >_ MqoR fo r j  E W. Notice (3.9), (3.13), 
and (3.15) imply 
n $~ 
IYnyl =   N,,sup j, y0) ) . : _> qo q(i, g(J, y(J)) 
-> q0 sup E q(i, j)g(j,y(j)) >_ qoq2 sup E q(i, j)¢(y(j)) 
iEN,,, jEW iEN,, jEW 
>_qoq2~(MqoR) sup ~q( i , j )  >_qoq2~(MqoR) sup Eq( i ' J )  
iEN,,, j ;~  iEN* jEW 
_ n = lyk ,  
so (3.4) (with r2 = R) is true for n E N 1. Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.2 
guarantees that (3.5) is true for n E N 1. Next we show (3.6) holds for n E N 1 and y = M q0 r. 
To see this, fix k E N 1 and take any subsequence A c_ {k, k + 1,. . .  }. Now if x E C,~, n c A, is 
such that R > Ixin > r, then x(i) > MqotxI~ > Mqor = V for i E W, and so min~ewx(i) > 7. 
Thus, ]X]k = suPiEN k Ix(i)l ~_ % so (3.6) holds for n E N 1. Essentially the same reasoning as 
in Theorem 2.2 guarantees that (3.7) holds (with No replaced by N]).  Now apply Theorem 3.1 
(with No replaced by N1). | 
REMARK 3.2. In Theorem 3.2, if (3.14) and (3.15) are replaced by 
3r  > 0, with r < K2¢(q0 Mr ) ,  (3.18) 
and 
3R > r, with R > Kl'~(R), (3.19) 
then the result in Theorem 3.2 is again true. The proof is essentially that in Theorem 3.2, except 
here we use Theorem 3.1 with rl  = R and r 2 = r. 
REMARK 3.3. It is easy to combine Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.2 (we leave the details to the 
reader) to obtain a multiplicity result for (1.1). 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
f :N  + xN +xR~Riscont inuouswi th f :N  + xN + x[0,  ec )~[0 ,  oc), 
oo 
Ao, O < Ao <_ 1, and q : N + x N + --~ [O,oo), sup Eq( i , J )  < oo, 
iEN+ j=0 
and a flmction '(J : [0, oc) --~ [0, oc) continuous and nondecreasing with 
Ao q(i, j) 'O(y) < f ( i , j ,  y) <_ q(i,j) ~(y) for all y E [0, oo) and (i, j) E N + x N +, 
c 
= inf ~q( i , j )>0 ,  C E {1, 2 , . . .}  with ~3 iEN+~=O 
there exists a continuous function 7- : (0, 1) ~ (0, oo) such that 
for any 0 < m < 1 and u >_ O, we have O(m u) > v(m) O(u), 
M K3, 
3 0 < AJ < 1 with r(2/,'/---~ -< Ao K44 where K4 
3 r > 0 with r >_ K 4 '@(r), 
= sup )£  q(i,j), 
i EN+ j=0 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
and (3O 
?R > r with R < AoKh~(M R) where K5 = sup ~ q(i,j). (3.26) 
iEN~: 7"0'= 
Let N 2 {c, c+ 1, . . .  }. Then (1.1) has a solution y E C(N  +) with y(i) >_ 0 for i E N + and with 
AIr _< lYl- -< R for each n E N 2. 
PROOF. Let n C N 2 with Fn, En as in Theorem 3.2. Let 
cn = {y ~ c (N+) :  y(i) ~ M lyln for i c Nn}, 
Forp=rorR ,  let 
un,p = {x c c (N~): Ixln < p}. 
We know [4] that  F,~ : U,~,n A C~ -+ E~ is continuous for each n C N 2. We claim that  
F~ : U~,R A C,~ --~ Cn, for each n E N 2. 
Let n E N 2 and y E U~,t~ C~ C~. Then for i E N~, we have using (3.21) that  
'r~ L tf~y(i)l <_ Eq( i , j ) '~(y ( j ) )  <_ ~(lyl~) q(i,j) <_ (,(lyln) IG, 
j=0 j =0 
and SO 
(3.27) 
IFn Yln <-- ~ (IYin) K4. (3.28) 
Now y ~ C~ (so y(i) >_ M lYin fo r /  E Nn) together with (3.21), (3.23), (3.28), and (3.24) gives 
for i ~ Nn, 
, ,  £ 
F~y(i) >_ AoEq( i , j )9 (y ( j ) )  >_ Ao q(i,j)~(2Fl[y[~) 
j=o j=o 
>_ Ao'r(M)~(iyfn) ~-~q(i,j) >_ Aor(M)~(lyI,~) q(i, j) 
j=o j=o 
K3 Ao w(M)IFn Yin > M IFn Yin, _> Ao T(M) ~b (lYln) K3 >_ ~ 
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so Fn y E C,~. Thus, (3.27) (and so (3.2) with n E N 2) is true. Essentially the same reasoning as 
in Theorem 3.2 guarantees that (33) (with rl = r) holds for rt E N 2. To see (3.4) (with r2 = R) 
and n E N 2, fix n E N 2 and let y E OE,, U,~,R n C,~. Note lY[n = R and y(i) >_ MR for i E Nn. 
Now 
n ?2 
tYnYl~ ~ Ao sup ~-~.q(i,j)¢(y(j)) >_ Ao'~(M R) sup ~-~.q(i,j) 
iEN,, ~=0 iCN,, 7"7..0.= 
>_ Ao'~(M R) sup ~ q(i,j) = K5Ao~(M R) 
iEN~: j=0 
>/?  = iyl~, 
so (3.4) (with r2 = R) is t rue for n E N 2. Essent ia l ly  the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.2 
guarantees  that  (3.5) is t rue for n E N 2. Next we show (3.6) holds for n E N 2 and  7 = Mr .  To see 
this,  fix k E N 2 and  take any subsequence A C_ {k ,k+l , . . .  }. Now i fx  E Cn, n C A, is such that  
R _> Ixl~ >_ r, then  x( i )  >_ M Ixln >_ Mr  = ~ for i ~ ~,~ and so Ixlk = suPiEN ~ [x(i)l _> ~/. Thus ,  
(3.6) is true for n E N 2. Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.2 guarantees that (3.7) 
holds (with No replaced by N2). Now apply Theorem 3.1 (with No replaced by N2). | 
REMARK 3.4. In Theorem 3.3, if (3.25) and (3.26) are replaced by 
3 r > 0, with r < A0 K5 'gz(M r), (3.29) 
and  
3 R > r, w i th /~ ~ h~4 ~)(/~), (3.30) 
then  the result  in Theorem 3.3 is again true. The  proof follows the same reasoning as in Theo-  
rem 3.3 except here we use Theorem 3.1 with 7"1 = R and 7"2 = 7". 
REMARK 3.5. I t  is easy to combine Theorem 3.3 and Remark  3.4 to obta in  a mul t ip l ic i ty  result  
for (1.1). We leave the detai ls to the reader. 
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